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Sucking Oil Drainer
AT6521 (50 - 52 Liter )

AT6523 (82 - 86 Liter )
Feature :

‧It is easy used to suck oil in low pressure.

‧The oil drainer makes use of compressed air as power to produce

     vacuum in order to achieve its sucking function.

‧It is a safe, convenient and quick machine. It never bring spark to you.

‧This machine is mainly used in garage, cars beautification, and cars

     producing, etc.

‧It can collect and fill oil for cars or other machines to achieve its fixed

     or movable working functions.

    The movable body could meet your needs of using it

    in different places at any time.

‧The outside-layed cursor shows you the height of oil clearly.

‧Each machine is equipped with different specifications

     of nozzles(three kinds size).

Warning :

‧The temperature must be below 70-80°C when draining oil.

‧Never use it for corrosive products.

Specification :

Sucking speed: 0.6-1.6 Liter / min.

Sucking pressure: 3.5 - 6.5 Bar ( 50 - 95 psi )

Draining pressure: 0.3 - 0.8 Bar ( 4.35 - 11.60 psi )

Length of suction pipe: 1.4 M

Length of drain pipe: 2.3 M

Total sucking capacity: 50 - 52 Liter, 82 - 86 Liter

Bidirectional Hand Oil Pump

AT

AT6525 Feature :

‧This pump has bidirectional character, both for sucking

     and filling oil.

‧The structure of this pump is easy compact, and

     convenient to use and maintain.

‧This pump has good self-sucking function.Never need

     to be filled liquid before using it, but only to speed up

     by hand.

‧The pump can self-lubricate when transporting liquid,

     so it is no need to be added lubricaion in daily works.

‧This pump adapts to use gasoline, diesel oil etc, but is

     not suitable for that containing horniness grain, fibre

    or impurities.

Specification :

Sucking speed: 13 Liter / 80R, 23 rpm

The two output mouths of the pump body is

NPT 3/4"

(sucking & filling)
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Facility Oil Drain
AT6511

Facility oil tray for collecting trashy oil

Height and operating direction adjustable.

18 Gallon Oil Drainer Self Evacuating
AT6513

Extends

from 124 cm

 to 176 cm

‧Heavy duty receiver funnel (33.5 cm x 53 cm)

‧Extends from 124 cm to 176 cm

‧2 x 6" Wheels

‧2 x 4" Swivel casters for maximum maneuverability.

‧8" discharge hose with shut off valve

‧Fluid level gauge is on the hose

‧Air pressure valve

‧Shop air up to 150 psi

‧Capacity: 18 Gallons

30 Gallon Oil Drain Tank
AT6515

‧Tube height can be adjusted from 122 cm to 177 cm

     for draining fluids on vehicle lifts. Standard shop air

     pressure quickly empties used fluids from the storage

     tank.

‧Heavy duty triangle drainage funnel with filter screen.

‧2M evacuation hose with 1/4" air coupler.

‧Oil level sight gauge

‧Draining pressure: 7 psi

‧2 x Swivel castres: 4" D x 1-1/5" W

‧2 x Wheels: 7" D x 1-1/2" W

‧Capacity: 30 Gallons

Extends

from 122 cm

 to 177 cm


